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ABSTRACT
Despite the passage of more than three decades from conducting primary researches on
resilience of cities, yet this concept lacks a comprehensive and operational understanding in
various scientific fields, including disasters management. Most of existing contradictions on
the meaning of urban resilience is resulting from cognitive tendencies, methodological
methods, and existing basic conceptual differences, as well as viewpoints focusing on
research in ecological, social systems or a combination of both.A city will be considered fully
resilient when all indices, components and dimensions of resilience in that city to be placed in
a better situation and are in growth and promotion mode. Perhaps an uneven promotion of
different dimensions of turban resilience will not be much led to resilience of totality of a city
and its people. Leading social - economic dimension as a dimension that has the most
relationship with people and citizens is very important in resilience of cities. The aim of this
research is to examine the social and economic dimensions, approaches and concepts of
resilient city as one of the new approaches in the field of reducing vulnerability and
promoting crisis management. This research is a review study, which has been collected and
investigated and analyzed from various library and documentary resources.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Natural disasters that are considered a part of human life process and the number and variety
of them are being added every day have been posed as a basic challenge to achieve
sustainable development of human societies (1). thus identification of methods to achieve
sustainability has been entered into disasters planning and management through different
patterns of reducing vulnerability, and has found an appropriate position in making national
policies of each country to create ideal conditions for efficient and more effective reduction
of risks at various levels of disasters management, especially earthquake management
because of extensive damagees and widespread social abnormalities (2).
Extensive level of damages and casualties caused by natural disasters in various cities around
the world including our country has caused that wide applied researches to be done in the
field of optimizing immunization of cities. On the other hand, methods to deal with natural
disasters and

immunization of cities have made necessary the increas of efficiency of

methods to deal with natural disasters and immunization of cities (3).
It is therefore evident that applied research on issues related to immunization of cities against
natural disasters will increase initiatives in designs and finding the best policies (4)Policies
and measures to reduce hazards are performed with two objectives: 1. Empowerment of
community for resilience against hazards, while development activities do not increase
vulnerability of community toward hazards. 2. Traditional hazard reduction plans and
programs have focused on sustainability and strengthening of physical systems (5).
In this regard, many of the studies on the hazards that have been focused on flood, hurricane,
earthquake, large fires, rain and frost and other extreme climatic events investigate this topic
why people immigrate or move to crisis-prone regions? And how are their perceptions of
risk? So the discussion is on the approach that links all dimensions and helps to understand
uncertainty and also reduce the vulnerability, namely Resilience Approach (6). So, inclusion
of programs of increasing resilience and reducing vulnerability of citizens and community
that are subject to natural hazards and disasters in urban development plans is necessary to
achieve this goal(7).
Generally there are two types of strategies for dealing with natural disasters, including
forecast strategies and resilience strategies. the first one is used to encounter with problems
and difficulties, and the latter to deal with unknown problems (8). Resilience among these is
promotion of community's ability, planning and preparation for absorption and improvement
and more success to deal with the unwanted effects after disasters and rehabilitation and
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improvement of the community hit by disaster socially, economically, environmentally, and
physically (9).
Accordingly, link between community development, management and disasters management
is essential for creation of resilient city against hazards. Planning based on community and
hazards assessment and risk takings is initial fundamental step in creating resilience of cities.
Programs should be regularly reviewed and updated based on new information and
experiences and lessons learned from the implementation and supervision (10). So, resilience
should be placed focal concept of all programs of disasters management and development in
cities. Resilience has the capacity to be entered into natural disasters management cycle
before, during and after a disaster (11).
Given that natural disasters management after occurrence of disaster has not been in desirable
conditions in Iran, and after the occurrence of such events such as the earthquake in Bam and
Roudbar the people of these communities have been highly damaged, and because people hit
by disasters are not usually able to return to balanced conditions easily or change easily their
conditions in a new way, and can achieve a successful compatibility (12), therefore
evaluating dimensions, approaches and concepts of resilience in urban societies with an
emphasis on natural disasters seems necessary.

2. METHODOLOGY
This research is a review that various library and Internet resources such as Science Direct,
Proquest, CINAHL, Scopus, Google Scholar, Google, Magiran, IRANDOC and SID
databases with Persian and English keywords of concept and definition of urban resilience,
social resilience, economic resilience, resilience approaches, natural disasters, disasters
management and crisis management were firstly searched in terms of combinatorial and
separately. Inclusion criteria included Persian or English language of the article, insertion of
words such as resilience in the title and / or keywords of the article and printing the article in
domestic and foreign reputable journals. Proposed one-page studies and letters of editor were
exclusion criteria.
It should be noted that there was no possibility to receive some articles completely because of
existing limitations. This can be considered as the limitations of this study. Totally, inclusion
criteria found and reviewed 136 articles and documentation of 66 related and valid articles
were extractedfinally.
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Definitions and concepts of urban resilience
Urban resilience is a relatively new concept that still lacks a clear definition (13). The term
resilience has been derived from biology discipline. A biological system is defined living
creatures' ability to resist and recover against a shock, disaster, disease or other changes (14).
The definition of urban resilience "generally refers to the ability of a city or urban systems
and resistance against a set of widespread shocks and stresses (10). Urban resilience city can
be considered as" the ability of a city against changes before reorganizing around a new set of
structures and processes (15).
This shows the resilience of city, not only ensures a return to the previous state and / or
balance but also the possibility of adapt to changes and further survival of the city (16). Arefi
(17) argues that different parts of city show different kinds of resistance against changes.
These changes in cities are often caused by economic, cultural and technological conditions
(18). Cities are in an unstable and changing situation in a continuous process of internal
changes, reduction and increase of connections, change of clusters and sectors (19).
Urban planners and policymakers should try to adapt space crises to various spatial,
economic, and environmental and social global crises. Urban planning plays a crucial role in
the formation of resilient cities. Strategic planning is essential to adapt to changes and crises
to create a resilient city (10).
One of the advantages of planning for resilience of cities is that it does not need to focus on
specific pattern of urban form, or urban development. This flexibility allows that
accountability ability and ability to adapt to be existed considering the unique conditions of
the cities and development programs. This causes that intellectual creativity to be created for
thinking to gain resilience in different ways, without being restricted within a specific
framework (20).
Society for Disaster Reduction (SDR, 2005) has stated resilient cities' characteristics as
follows:


Appropriate and relevant hazards are identified and understood.



Resilient cities know when a risk is imminent.



People are safe from hazards.



Resilient communities experience minimum disturbance in the flow of life and their
economic flow after passing through adventures (21).



Resilient cities are ready cities. A resilient city quickly responds in unexpected
conditions, adjusts if necessary, and continues its work despite the bad and uncomfortable
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conditions. Resilience in long-term requires a greater ability to rebound to the first place
from the shock to the system, and requires the ability to adapt to subtle changes over time
and development of the city in long-term and flexible way (22). Central buildings less
crumble in resilient cities, and a power outage occurs less. Fewer families and
commercial centers are at risk. In addition, a smaller number of deaths and injuries
happen and less incoordination and communicational problems occur (23).
Table 1. Definitions and concepts of resilience of cities
Holling 1995 (24)

Buckle 2000 (25)
Holling and
Gunderson 2002 (26)
Cardona2003 (27)

UNISDR 2005 (28)

Cutter2010 (29)
Fathi and Arefi 2012
(7)

Turner 2013 (20)
Birkmann 2013 (30)
Kärrholm 2014 (31)
Kutum and Al-Jaberi
2015 (32)

Urban resilience is further capacity or the ability of a city to digest disturbance or is the
amount of disturbance that a system can digest it before the system structure is changed by
changing variables.
Quality of people, communities, agencies, and infrastructure reduce vulnerability. Not only
lack of vulnerability but the capacity to prevent and reduce damages and then at the next
stage maintenance of ideal conditions in cities as much as possible in case of incidence of
harms, and then in third stage to recover from the effects.
The severity of disturbance that a city can absorb it before structure of cities to be converted
to a different structure through change in variables and processes that are controlled by
behavior
Capacity of damaged cities or ecosystems to digest the negative effects and rehabilitate
them.
Capacity of a city at risks to become adjusted, resist or change in order to reach an
acceptable level of operations and structure and its continuation. This is determined by a
degree that the social system is capable of organizing and increasing capacity, learning from
past disasters and improving assessments of reducing the possibility of its own risk.
Urban resilience is called to absorption capacity and basic and special performances, as well
as capacity of recovery, "Return to Balance", after disaster.
Urban resilience is the ability of biological systems and organisms to resist or return to
normal status against shocks, disasters, diseases, and other changes
Change process of strengthening the capacity of population, communities, organizations,
and forecasting, prevention, recovery and change of cities after the occurrence of shock,
stress and changes.
Urban resilience is considered "capacity of damaged communities or ecosystems to digest
the negative effects and rehabilitate them".
The severity of disturbances that a city can absorb it before structure of the system to be
converted to a different structure through change in variables and processes that are
controlled by behavior
Resilience is called the capacity of cities to absorb disturbances and also to keep necessary
and inherent feedbacks, processes and structures of the city

There are two general points in definitions for resilience of cities: first, that resilience has
been seen more as ability or current rather than a result. Second, resilience was thought more
as compatibility rather than stability. In fact, stability (or failure in change) in some
conditions can be considered as lack of resilience. For example, resilience of the systems
depends on a component of the system that is able to change or adjust in response to changes
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in other components. Thus the system fails in practice, if it remains as the component of
stability.

"Resilience engineering" makes possible the return of a city to the pre-designed status or the
action after turbulence, while "ecological resilience" considers allowed most of possible
desirable modes that are adapted to the environment. The second type of resiliency is
probably the type suitable for human societies, organizations and cities. So resiliency of cities
can be defined as: communicational flow of a set of adjustment capacities with a positive
process of performance and adjustment after turbulence (33).
In addition, resilience of cities against incurred crises has two original introduced qualities.
First, intrinsic quality that includes performances in normal conditions and time other than
crisis; and second, adaptability in the time of crisis and flexibility when responding to the
disaster, which can be used in cities' physical systems, such as infrastructures and social and /
or economic systems, such as institutions and organizations.
Table 2. Definitions of resilience of cities and their characteristics
Year
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

2012

2013

Definition of resilience
Resiliency is the degree that the system is able to tolerate and not
being disintegrated before reorganizing (34).
Resilience is a process that causes the relationship between
adaptive capacities with response and changes after the
occurrence of side effects (35).
Resiliency is a descriptive concept that gives us an insight about
the dynamic properties of system (36).
Resilience dynamic and interactive and ever-changing process
between the individual and the environment (37).
Resilience capacity and ability of cities to resist against shock, to
be survived, adapt, achieve balance after the occurrence of crisis
and rapid passing it (38)
Resilience is a concept indicating the capacity of cities and
economies to adapt to shock when encountering with crisis, the
capacity to resist against shock and disturbances with minimal
disturbances in the system's performance (39)
Resilience of cities is the ability to predict the risk and
occurrence of disaster, limited effects and return to the situation
before the crisis with safe, adjustment, transition and growth
when encountering with change (40).

Characteristics of
definitions
Capacity to tolerate before
disintegration
Reciprocating relationship
between components
Dynamism
Dynamic and changeable
Capacity to accept Change

Capacity to accept Change

Ability to cope with crisis

Principles and characteristics of resilient cities

Principled observance and preparation of strategies are needed for better efficiency of a great
system, such as city and make it resilient and achieving to resilient city. The most important
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principles of resilience from viewpoints of some well-known researchers in this field have
been mentioned in Table (3). These principles can be used to take step to create a resilient
city and provide appropriate strategies in order to increase resilience of cities.
Table 3. Principles of resilient cities
Schmidt and Gardlnd (2012)
(41)
Maintaining Performance
Being long-term of process
Ability to learn and adapt
Resiliency as dimension opposed to
vulnerability

Walker and et al (2004)
(34)
Self-organization
Variety
Proper responding
Participation

Gadzchak (2003)
(23)
Frequency and efficiency
Separation and dependency
Strength and flexibility
Autonomy and collaboration

Overcapacity
Redundancy

Planning and adjustment

A city will be considered fully resilient when all indices, components and dimensions of
resilience in that city to be placed in a better situation and in growth and promotion mode.
Perhaps an uneven promotion of different dimensions in the route of urban resilience will not
much be led to the overall resilience of a city and its people. Leading social - economic
dimension as the dimension that has the most relationship with people and citizens is very
important in resilience of cities, but is not sufficient in any way and should not cause neglect
of planners and experts to help promoting the situation, and improving other dimensions in
the route of resilience of cities.

Cities can be among resilient cities when they have sensible, balanced, and close growth in
all dimensions. Characteristics that can lead cities in moving toward the balanced growth in
all dimensions of resilience have been described in Table (4).
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Table 4. Characteristics of resilient cities
Row

Component
Effectuation

Concept
Reliable and validated,
tolerant, being reliable

Redundancy

Having overcapacity
and appropriate
precautionary reserve

Consciousness and
being wise

Ability to adapt and
having a precaution

Responding to
hazard

Ability of community to
move quickly, ability to
decide to reorganize in
specific time in times
of crisis

Revival

Adaptability,
correct the situation
and rehabilitation

1

2

3

4

5

Promoting factors
the systems having safety and
protective factors against
shocks, the capability to
change the chain of decisionmaking in encountering with
crisis
Having overcapacity in
sensitive infrastructures and
equipped with a variety of
strategies and guidelines to
solve a problem
Increase of trust in the
system; and components
being able to selforganization
((effective despatch)) and
((inclusive participation))

Increasing of capacities
and strengthening
strategies, promotion of
information and
knowledge in applying
public and business
policies, and the ability
of decision makers to be
upgraded toward
changes in
environmental
conditions knowledge
vacuity of discover and
then organizing
researches to fill the
mentioned vacuities

Goal
Prevent
transmission of
damage to other
sectors

Maintaining
system's
performance

Getting preparation
for compatibility
and revival
compatibility
toward new
conditions

Returning the
system to its
normal
performance
after the
occurrence of
crisis

(42)
Several main characteristics can be mentioned for resilient cities according to the above
discussion:
Firstly: ability to tolerate shocks and strokes caused by a risk in a way that those risks do not
become a disaster. Thus it reduces the probability of failure.
Secondly: ability to return after disaster (therefore it can reduce the consequences of failure).
Thirdly: possibility and opportunity to change and accept after disaster, therefore, it reduces
time required for recovery, and also the amount of vulnerability.
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Social resilience
All definitions of social resilience have somehow dealt to topic of social institutions, people,
organizations or communities and their ability or capacity to tolerate, absorption, cope and
regulation of the environmental and social threats against all kinds of threats (43).
The first definition of social resilience was posed by Adgr (2000). He defined social
resilience as the ability of human communities to tolerate unexpected external events or
disorders existing in infrastructure such as environmental changes, or severe social,
economic, political changes, as well as the ability of these communities to recover such
disorders.

Social resilience is measured by organizational and economic structures change factors, rights
related to belongings, access to resources, and demographic changes (44). A resilient city is
able to react positively to changes and / or stresses and is able to maintain its main
performance as a community primary despite stresses. A particular change can be widely
different results in different communities. Different communities will show different degrees
of resilience toward the change (45).

Lorenz et al., believe that three types of capacity should be considered to define the concept
of social resilience: 1- Coping capacities, 2- Adaptive capacities, and 3- Transformation
capacities (46).
The main objective of social resilience is the promotion of capacity and skill of people,
groups, and organizations in encountering with disturbance (47).
According to the view of Maguire and Hagan (2007), disasters' management plans should
understand the capacity of a community for social resilience and rely on it. Social resilience
is the capacity of social groups and communities in being recovered or giving positive
response to the disasters (48).

According to the opinion of Pouli et al., (2006) resilience of a community toward disasters
should not be considered a separate capability. This is because relatively simple communities
contain different social groups that these groups are different from each other in different
ways (49). Buckley et al., (2000) believe in this regard that the groups may be different in
terms of social - economic status, level of geographic isolation or vulnerability toward
psychological problems. These differences mean that different groups within a community
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can be more or less resilient toward a disaster (25). Vulnerable social groups (such as the
elderly, children or the poor) may have fewer resources to adapt to the disaster.

According to Ogezfam's opinion (2005), we must understand the effects of disasters on
specific groups for understanding the social effects of disasters and management and
prevention of negative consequences (50). Identification of points of potential failure or
social gaps within a community is also very important. Perhaps future failures in resilience
toward disasters can be predicted and preventive measures can be designed through this
affair.

Social resilience like individual resilience must consider economic, organizational, social and
ecological dimensions of community. Resilience of community stability is related to stability
and sustainability of environment. Displacement of population can be a sign of instability of
the community or vice versa stability of population can be the result of stability of the
community (51) when the population is placed under extreme pressures. For example, the
effect of a natural disaster, displacement, and migration is one of the sign of social resilience
failure, and social, economic, and demographic factors affect it (52).

Buckley (2007) in a study on new approaches on social resilience and vulnerability mentions
factors that support people, households, groups and local communities against reducing
disasters' effects. He believes collection of these factors increases the level of social
resilience across the communities (Table 5).
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Table 5. Components and characteristics of social resiliency
Components

Characteristics

Division of goals,
wishes and values
of the local
community

Include contributing positive attitude to future, commitment to the local
community as a whole and agreed with local community's goals, such as
cultural partnerships.

Establishment of
social
infrastructures

Such as channels of information, social networks and organizations of local
community.

Positive economic
and social
tendencies
Sustainability of
economic and
social life
Collaboration

Interests of local
community
Network
established

Resources and
skills

Such as growing or stable population, healthy economic bases

Including the capacity for local community to cope with hazards
Collaboration between institutions, between local community groups, between
people and coordinated goals, which can achieve new innovations by sharing
skills, experiences, knowledge resources, and thinking about the same goals and
use it to increase capacities of preparation, prevention and coping with disasters.
There may be a group that has social differences in a wider region, but has
common issues and interests, skills, or expertise. Such as religious interests,
group culture
Agreed and stable networks between people and groups facilitate the exchange
of information and sharing of resources and raise commitment of skills, time
and efforts for planning and preparation.
Local available resources and skills may be directly related with emergency
management planning, and follow support of local community in the event of a
state of emergency. These may be as a variety of resources, skills, and cost of
using them, capability of existence local.
(53)

With globalization of immigration phenomenon and the increase of urbanization trend, the
communities should review the way to achieve frequency and social resilience to reduce
disasters' risk. Religious boards, neighbors, residents of high-rise buildings and residential
complexes, and so on, can provide redundancy required for social resilience. Similarly, most
companies and organizations depend on people to work and earnings. It is therefore logical
that these organizations to precipitate in the process of promotion of social resilience.

Offering a higher level of frequency to prevent and reduce the risk of hazards reduces the
number of people merely dependent on governments and charitable organizations to help and
care. Therefore, it provides more efficiency in responding to hazards. The biggest obstacle in
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implementing a plan to promote social resilience is to obtain collaboration and cooperation
with all factors or stakeholders that together create frequency matrix (54).

Thus increase of the ability of a city is to increase the ability and content of the internal
communications between people, organizations and the environment that forms that city.
Getting away from the philosophy of independence and acceptance of codependency culture
is the key of coordination and development (43). The necessity of social resilience is not
merely strengthening the independence but also is strengthening codependency.
In conclusion of the above definitions, social resilience can be defined based on three
important characteristics:

1. Tolerance in encountering with sudden hazards.
2. Adaptability to changes (modification and response to environmental changes).
3. Returning to appropriate balance (previous and / or new) or the ability to return to normal
mode within a specific time after the crisis, so that the system continuously to have
maintained its previous performance. What is certain is the return to normal mode to be taken
place faster and in less time in resilient systems (depending on environmental conditions,
capacities and the degree of flexibility).
Economic resilience
Natural hazards have also economic consequences in addition to human damages, which
affect human well-being. From another viewpoint, natural calamity can be defined as a
natural crisis when causes turbulence in economic system's performance and negative effects
on assets, factors of production, output, employment or consumers (55). When an event
occurs, the effects of the disturbance in the economic system are in a way that is beyond
immediate financial losses and expenses that we can replace them easily.
In addition it will follow consequences, such as damage to export and productions, damage to
earnings and livelihood, rationing in some sectors, declining employment and reduction of
tax returns. Calculation of the mentioned human detriments and losses is essential to estimate
disaster effects on human well-being (56). Accordingly, one of the important ways to reduce
vulnerability and damages and improve and critical situation in cities is paying attention to
the topic of resilience.
Resilience has four roles in the economic literature. Its general concept is to study an
economy against economic shocks. The main focus in ecological economy is on the analysis
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of the desired characteristics in order to achieve sustainable development. Resilience has
been widely accepted in economic literature as a vague concept (57).
Economic resilience can be defined as the ability of an entity or a system with maintaining
performances at the time of disturbance (58). Allocation of resources in the region hit by
disaster is the main problem of economy in times of hazards occurrence. A more general
definition includes dynamic considerations in defining economic resilience, including speed
of an entity or a system from hard disturbances to achieve a desired status. This dimension of
resilience (economic) resilience is more complicated than other dimensions (social, technical,
environmental). This is because long-term investment related with work reconstruction is
very difficult and is considered unique stage after disorder disturbance (59).
Martin et al., (2014) in an attempt to determine the concept of economic resilience in cities
have offered four interpretations:
Resilience is: performance and resilient form following a disturbance.
Resilience is considered as "return" to the situation before the shock or the route of "recovery
speed".
Resiliency is as the ability to absorb disturbances and stability of performances and
structures.
Resilience is as "resistance" capacity of holding main performances of the system through
adjustment of performances and structures.
However, each of the above-mentioned definitions refers to return to normal status, rather
than adaption or fundamental change in response to changes (56).
According to Rose's view (2013), economic resilience is the ability of an economy or a city to
minimize detriments and losses caused by a disaster (60). The purpose of many of the
programs, including second millennium development goals, sustainable development, and
second phase of Hyogo Framework, definition and measurement of appropriate indices for
determining levels of economic resilience of regions.
Greenham et al., (2013) have defined resiliency as dynamic adaption. This definition is more
comprehensive than economic resilience in which not only short-term and long-term
economic changes but also environmental and social area changes have been included.
Greenham et al., have described economic resilience based on the following features.


Business responsibility



Flow of resources and money



Basic asset and the ability of environment
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Strong community and civil liberty



Interdependence



Sustainable development (61).
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Economic harms are one of the consequences of natural disasters and have a close
relationship with development, poverty and economic growth. Low-income countries see a
lot of economic harms against natural disasters. Damage to properties, public infrastructures
and long-term productivity are a result of natural disasters. Economic resilience is of
development goals of communities toward empowerment against disturbances (62).
In a developed economy, the primary effect of shock has less depth. Economic recovery is
done faster, according to investment to reduce risk and preparedness against hazards. But in
developing countries, the effect of shock is larger and longer and economic recovery is done
slower (55). In richer communities, presence of financial reserves, social security networks
and insurance mechanism increase the speed of recovery after the shock (63).
Investment improves public services (health, education and welfare), sectional and
infrastructures' development (roads, information and communications technology (ICT) and
energy in regional and national scale (64). For example, poor communities are more
dependent on natural assets, climate and sectors such as agriculture and fishing. These
countries have less investment ability. While more than 40% of economic losses caused by
natural hazards in developing countries are covered by insurance (65).

Diagram 1. Outline of effect of a disaster in a developed economy (green) and a developing

economy (blue)
3. CONCLUSION
Despite the passage of more than three decades of conducting basic researches on urban
resilience, this concept still lacks a comprehensive and operational understanding in various
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scientific fields, including disasters management. Most of the existing contradictions over the
meaning of urban resilience are caused by cognitive tendencies, methodological methods, and
the existing basic conceptual differences, as well as viewpoints that focus on research in
ecological, social systems or a combination of both of them.
The presented definitions include a sustainable route of healthy performance after the
occurrence of a natural disaster, a conscious effort to move forward in an enlightened and
unified method and an experience obtained from a bad situation, capacity of a dynamic
system for successful adaption, disturbances that threaten survival of a city and its growth,
and a process to harness resources at the time of occurrence of disasters event of accidents in
order to maintain well-being.
So it is important in the definition of resilience of cities to specify resilience as a trait, a
process and consequence. This is often tempting to pay attention to this dual approach
whether there is resilience or not, while there are various degrees of resilience in cities in
different domains of life (66).
All definitions emphasize on the importance of continuing researches toward creating
experimental, operational definitions of resilience, recognizing resilience as a complex
structure in which people, families, organizations have various degrees of resilience based on
spatial and temporal conditions, as well as the level of progress and culture of cities.
Resilience is also different from a person to the other person based on the personality,
available resources, and environmental context in cities.
Several main features can be considered for resilient cities according to the above discussion:
Firstly: ability to tolerate shocks and strokes caused by a risk in a way that those risks do not
become a disaster. Thus it reduces the probability of failure.
Secondly: ability to return after disaster (therefore it can reduce the consequences of failure).
Thirdly: possibility and opportunity to change and accept after disaster, therefore, it reduces
time required for recovery, and also the amount of vulnerability.
As we know, city will be considered fully resilient when all indices, components and
dimensions of resilience in that city to be placed in a better situation and in growth and
promotion mode. Perhaps an uneven promotion of different dimensions in the route of urban
resilience will not much be led to the overall resilience of a city and its people. Leading social
- economic dimension as the dimension that has the most relationship with people and
citizens is very important in resilience of cities, but is not sufficient in any way and should
not cause neglect of planners and experts to help promoting the situation, and improving
other dimensions in the route of resilience of cities.
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Cities can be among resilient cities when they have sensible, balanced, and close growth in
all dimensions.
If we introduce a city as a living creature, and accept growth, change, and dynamism of cities
and their citizens, it is seldom possible to find and even build a city across the world that has
completely components and indices of resilience. But the important issue is the will and
levitation of these cities and their urban management, and their step-by-step movement
toward ready cities and being closer to resilient cities. It is hoped that Iran cities utilize the
mentioned guidelines more than ever by adding specific and aboriginal indices of resilience
of Iranian, Islamic cities to those factors in order to realize this importance.
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